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The Marlow-Hunter 31 uses a well-proven hull design to rival most 34-

foot models. The 30-foot foot waterline outclasses most boats, and 

when combined with her Henderson/Marlow chined hull, it offers off-

shore stability and performance that few can match. At low angles of 

heel and as the wind freshens, the Marlow/Henderson hull provides 

superior stability and performance.   

The Marlow-Hunter 31 has a beautiful and functional galley. In addition, 

it sleeps as many as board the sailboat. A separate shower keeps her 

large head compartment functional with a crowd on board, while the 

deck arrangement is far larger and more user friendly than one would 

expect. The available tacking helm makes the skipper’s view perfect in 

all conditions, and it moves aside to provide a very functional cockpit.

All new Marlow-Hunter sailing yachts come with world-class wood-

work, high-end furnishings, and cutting-edge technology. Its stan-

dard features and equipment can be paired with thoughtful options 

from top-shelf suppliers such as Bose®, Raymarine, Garmin, Yanmar, 

Dometic, and others. Buyers can also choose genuine Dupont Cori-

an® and real hardwoods, such as teak and cherry. 

Below the hull, one can find the highest gloss retention gelcoats, 

along with the most advanced hull structure found in the produc-

tion sailing yacht field. The Marlow-Hunter 31 uses unidirection-

al, purpose designed and highly engineered fabrics and resins, 

along with Space Age items, such as the Nida Core honey-

comb core that is reinforced by Dupont Kevlar®.

In the hull and deck, advanced composite, stainless steel 

and marine alloy are found under highly loaded deck and 

hull fittings. The MarGrid® structural backbone is formed 

by a one-piece high section solid fiberglass grid that 

extends the DuPont Kevlar® ring frames and bottom 

laminates to the chain plates, allowing her wide 

spreader bases to triangulate all loads to a central 

absorption and cancellation platform. Her hull to 

deck joint is strong and watertight combining the 

world’s finest adhesives to engineered bolt pat-

terns. The Marguard® solid aluminum bolted 

cap receives an extruded PVC rub rail that is 

capped by a polished stainless steel striker 

allowing the vessel to contact pilings and 

other objects without scarring the beau-

tiful topsides. 

www.marlow-hunter.com

The all-new Marlow-Hunter 31 has now arrived in dealerships, 
and the demand from discriminating sailors has been so great 
that the builder is delivering approximately one every week. 
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Length Overall ............................................. 32’4”

Waterline Length.........................................29’8”

Beam ..........................................................11’10”

Draft – Shoal ................................................. 4’5”

Mast Height – Standard ..........................46’6¾”
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Sailing just 
took on a new 
dimension…

marlow-hunter.com

The new Marlow-Hunter 31 is 

a masterpiece of engineering 

and workmanship. The latest  

design, inspired by David 

Marlow, represents the 

ultimate in sailing comfort 

and performance. Her 

generous 11-foot plus 

beam and voluminous 

interior space makes her 

a leader in her class. 

The ease of sailing, 

fresh innovations, 

quality and value are 

assured as part of 

the Marlow legacy.
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